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Today’s Plan

• Housekeeping

• From Tuesday:


• Finishing Money

• Today’s topic:


• How to write this paper

• Writing to convey information
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Housekeeping

• Papers are due at the beginning of class on Thursday October 23.

• Papers due to turnitin.com by 12:30 AM Thursday.


• Submit via blackboard

• Must match your hard copy

• I will e-mail instructions


• Word count on top of the paper

• You already have the grading rubric 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Interest Rates and the Money Supply

• If interest rates are low, people borrow more

• Money comes out of banks (MB) and becomes cash in people’s 

hands (M0)

• Velocity of money increases


• If interest rates are high, people save

• Money goes out of people’s hands (M0) and into banks (MB)

• Velocity of money slows  
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Inflation and the Economy (key points)

• Low real interest rates stimulate the economy (i.e. cause growth).

• Firms borrow money and buy factories, etc


• Low interest rates cause inflation

• They increase the money supply


• However, governments in debt may want inflation for its own sake


• Federal Reserve is politically independent

• Dual mandate: Keep inflation low and unemployment low


• These two things are tradeoffs
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The big bad Fed

• Politicians are too willing to trade inflation later for growth and low 
unemployment now

• So we don’t want them in control


• But the Fed is undemocratic and super powerful

• So Ron Paul is freaked out about that

• And they make a good scapegoat
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The Volcker Disinflation
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Good Money and Bad

• A story about bimetalism

• Dollars were initially exchangeable for either silver or gold


• ratio of 15:1

• When gold became less valuable in 1849 (gold rush), all the silver 

coins were melted down and shipped overseas.

• Later in the 1870s-1890s, as the economy boomed, the supply of 

gold expanded too slowly, causing deflation 
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Iran Step by Step

• Step 1: People begin to worry about the Rial

• Step 2: People exchange their Rials for dollars 

• Step 3: Value of Rial falls, value of dollar rises

• Step 4: Government exchanges a bunch of dollars for rials, restoring 

the value of Rials

• Step 5: The government is worried it will run out of dollars

• Step 6: The government passes a law -- no more selling Rials or 

goods for dollars at below the official exchange rate

• Step 7: Gresham’s law: Dollars vanish (under mattresses) 

• Step 8: If I have Rials, I can’t change them into dollars to import 

goods. So a shortage of imported goods.

• Step 9: Eventually devaluation of the Rial
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What happens with devaluation?

• Devaluation by another name is inflation 

• Prices go up suddenly 


• Food riots

• Major economic problems
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What should you do?

• You are a well informed economist, and you know the Thai 
government has only a small foreign currency reserve, but the 
economy is otherwise very healthy. However, your buddy tells you 
that an opposition politician is about to go on a talk show and 
announce that he believes that the government is totally out of 
reserves and that the currency is about to lose a lot of its value. 
You think a lot of people will believe him. What should you do?  


• A. Stay calm and do nothing

• B. Bet against the foolish crowd. Put all your assets in Thai Baht.

• C. Sell all your Baht. Currency is going down! 
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No One Has Time
•  Take the complex and render it simple


• Any fool can do the reverse


•  Be brief

• Write long drafts and cut them back

• Never use two words where you can use one


•  Organization is king

• Facilitate skimming


• You work hard as a writer to make reading easy

• The more complex the ideas, the simpler the prose
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How to facilitate skimming
• There are 2 jobs:

• 1. Articulate your argument

• 2. Provide the evidence to back it up


• Skimmable means the reader can understand the argument easily 
while reading only intro paragraph and topic sentences


• If they want evidence for a given point, they know what paragraph 
to read
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How to facilitate skimming (2)
• Clear thesis statement

• Introduction as roadmap

• Topic sentences that make the point of the paragraph

• Evidence should be where I expect it


• In longer papers, subject headings and subheadings are crucial

• May be needed even in a paper this short
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Writing a good intro to a short paper
• If necessary, BRIEFLY provide the reader the relevant facts re: the 

topic


• AVOID generalities and broad statements. Get to the thesis quickly.


• Deliver the thesis statement


• BRIEFLY and SIMPLY give the main points you will use to back up 
your thesis

• Each of these points will get its own paragraph/section in the 

body
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Writing good body paragraphs
• One paragraph = 1 new idea


• relates back to the thesis statement

• 1/2 a page max (3-6 sentences)


• Topic sentence identifies the new idea, 

• and starts to do the work of the paragraph


• Sound reasoning, detailed and specific evidence round out the remaining 
sentences


• Final sentence ties the evidence back to the thesis statement

• Only sometimes necessary -- may already be obvious
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The Conclusion
• In longer papers, it is necessary to re-summarize the whole paper


• In short papers, this can be redundant

• However, it can still be good to restate the thesis


• In some types of writing, the intro provides the motivation, or the puzzle

• Tells the reader why he/she should be interested


• This can sometimes be taken for granted


•  You can use your conclusion to:

• give broader implications

• speculate about extensions of the argument

• relate your argument to other ideas/debates
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The Outline
• Every type of writing has a format

• Stick to it


• In academic articles in the social sciences, it is:

• Introduction

• Puzzle and answer


• Theory development

• Research Design

• Results

• Implications

• Conclusion
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What Makes a Good Source
• Anything can be a good source, in the proper context

• Wikipedia: conventional wisdom

• An activist website: activist rhetoric

• But if you want to cite factual information it should be:

• mainstream journalistic source

• Reputation, editorial control


• peer-reviewed academic publication

• Reputation, peer control
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Citations
• Several purposes:

• Acknowledge the intellectual property of others

• Provide your reader a guide to the literature

• Where to find additional material

• How to understand your argument in a broader context


• Establish your own credibility

• Back up specific arguments

• Prove that you are aware of the relevant counterarguments
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What Makes a Good Source (2)
• What about think tanks?

• If its published in-house, its not peer-reviewed


• Liberal: Brookings, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

• Conservative: Heritage Foundation

• Libertarian: Cato Institute


• NGOs often write excellent reports

• If its published in-house, its not peer-reviewed
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Direct vs indirect quotation
• Direct quotation

• Only use when the exact wording is critical


• Paraphrase in all other situations

• Its shorter

• Still requires parenthetical citation
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For this class:
• It is OK to answer part of, and not the entire, question.

• A narrower topic can facilitate a more interesting argument


• If it is not possible that I disagree with your argument...

• you’re doing it wrong


• Your paper is only as good as what you’ve learned outside of class

• Lectures and readings are old news

• Original argument, backed by evidence I don’t already know
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Rubric
• Thesis: Clear and up front

• Convincing argument and logical soundness


• Is there enough meat here? Am I learning something new and interesting?

• Is the argument solid?


• Organization and clarity

• Skimmable!

• Brevity is its own kind of eloquence


• Bibliography

• These should be free points


• Points for remarkable insight
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Who is bold?
• Share your thesis statement

• Is the argument clear?

• Is the argument interesting?
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Step 2:
• Step 2:

• What kind of evidence are you going to marshal in support of 

your argument?


• Who is willing to share their list of sources?  Who wants to talk 
through their argument?
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